
United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement (USMCA) 
Certification of origin 

 

C-IM-CIF-005 N/R (05-20-20) 

                           
        SINGLE SHIPMENT CERTIFICATION COMMERCIAL INVOICE#(S):   ____________________________________________ 
Or 
        BLANKET PERIOD FROM: (     /    /    )  to  (    /    /    ) (MM /DD /YYYY) 
 
1. FOREIGN EXPORTER NAME: _______________________________________________________________________________  
 
COMPLETE ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ZIP CODE: ______________COUNTRY: _________________ 
 
TELEPHONE: __________________________________ EMAIL: _____________________________________ 
  
2.PRODUCER NAME: (State if same as certifier or exporter): __________________________________________________________________________  
 
COMPLETE ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ZIP CODE: ______________COUNTRY: _________________ 
 
TELEPHONE: __________________________________ EMAIL: _____________________________________ 
 
 
3. US IMPORTER NAME: _____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
COMPLETE ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
ZIP CODE: ______________COUNTRY: _________________ 
 
TELEPHONE: __________________________________ EMAIL: _____________________________________ 

 

4. DESCRIPTION OF GOODS 5. HS TARIFF CLASSIFICATION 6. ORIGIN CRITERIA 7. COUNTRY OF ORIGIN 

    

 
 
8. COMPANY CERTIFYING:      FOREIGN EXPORTER                    PRODUCER                          US IMPORTER 
 
I certify that the goods described in this document qualify as originating and the information contained in this document is true and 
accurate. I assume responsibility for proving such representations and agree to maintain and present upon request or to make available 
during a verification visit, documentation necessary to support. This certification consists of ___ page(s), including attachments. 
 
 
9. COMPANY NAME: ________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
COMPLETE ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
ZIP CODE: ______________COUNTRY: ________________ 
 
CERTIFIER’S NAME: _________________________________________ CERTIFIER’S TITLE______________________________ 
 
TELEPHONE: _______________________________________________ EMAIL: _________________________________________ 
 
CERTIFIER’S SIGNATURE: ____________________________________  DATE: (     /     /    )  (MM / DD /YYYY) 
  



United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement (USMCA) 
Certification of origin 

 

C-IM-CIF-005 N/R (05-20-20) 

Instructions: 

Please note, certification must be in importer’s possession at the time a USMCA claim is made. 
It is the importer of records’ responsibility to determine if the exporter or producer claims are reliable and to perform verifications to ensure 
certifications and evidence are available.  For additional recommendations and guidelines, you may see Article 5.9: Origin Verification. 
 
Blanket period or Entry by Entry 
Choose the type of certification you want to submit.  For blanket certification include the period if the certification covers multiple shipments of 
identical goods for a specified period of up to 12 months, as set out in Article 5.2 - Claims for Preferential Tariff Treatment.  
If the certification of origin covers a single shipment of a good (entry by entry), indicate, if known, the invoice number related to the exportation. 
 
1.For Exporter Information 
  Provide the exporter’s name, address (including country), e-mail address, and telephone number if different from the certifier.  This information is 
not required if the producer is completing the certification of origin and does not know the identity of the exporter.  The address of the exporter 
shall be the place of export of the good in a Party’s territory.  
 
2.For Producer Information 
  Provide the producer’s name, address (including country), e-mail address, and telephone number, if different from the certifier or exporter or, if 
there are multiple producers, state “Various” or provide a list of producers.  A person that wishes for this information to remain confidential may state 
“Available upon request by the importing authorities”.  The address of a producer shall be the place of production of the good in a Party’s territory.  
 
3.For Importer  
  Provide, if known, the importer’s name, address, e-mail address, and telephone number.  The address of the importer shall be in a Party’s 
territory.  
 
4. and 5. Description and HS Tariff Classification of the Good    
Provide a description of the good and the HTS tariff classification of the good to the 6-digit level.  The description should be sufficient to relate it to 
the good covered by the certification; and  
 
6. Origin Criteria  
Specify the origin criteria under which the good qualifies, as set out in Article 4.2 (Originating Goods).  
A Wholly obtained or produced entirely in the territory of one or more of the Parties, as defined in Article 4.3 (Wholly Obtained or Produced 
Goods) 
B Produced entirely in the territory of one or more of the Parties using non-originating materials provided the good satisfies all applicable 
requirements of Annex 4-B (Product-Specific Rules of Origin)  
C Produced entirely in the territory of one or more of the Parties exclusively from originating materials 
D “Except for a good provided for in Chapter 61 to 63 of the Harmonized System:  

(i) produced entirely in the territory of one or more of the Parties; 
(ii) (ii) one or more of the non-originating materials provided for as parts under the Harmonized System used in the production of the 

good cannot satisfy the requirements set out in Annex 4-B (Product-Specific Rules of Origin) because both the good and its materials 
are classified in the same subheading or same heading that is not further subdivided into subheadings or, the good was imported 
into the territory of a Party in an unassembled or a disassembled form but was classified as an assembled good pursuant to rule 2(a) 
of the General Rules of Interpretation of the Harmonized System; and (iii) the regional value content of the good, determined in 
accordance with Article 4.5 (Regional Value Content), is not less than 60 percent if the transaction value method is used, or not less 
than 50 percent if the net cost method is used” 

7. For Country of origin:  Identify the country of origin of the good (CA, US, or MX) 

8. For Company Certifying:  Select the type of company certifying the USMCA claim, Exporter, producer or Importer 

9.- Company Information: provide information for the company and person certifying 

 

Disclaimer:  USMCA has not published a finalized official version.  This template has been carefully prepared based on the Interim USMCA instructions and the 9 minimum element 
certification requirements. Exporter, Producer and/or Importer are responsible for complying with USMCA latest requirements.  The use of a USMCA certification will be effective until 
USMCA is effective, tentatively 7-01-2020 however dates may change.  Prepared by RL Jones  05-20-2020. 
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